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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Ever since 1905 when the special theory of relativ-
ity was introduced by Albert Einstein there have been many 
instances where results heretofore unexplainable by class-
ical physics have had a simple explanation in terms of 
relativity theory. 
The problem. It is well known that for a mirror at 
r e st relative to an observer that the angles of incidence 
and reflection are the same. If the mirror is not at rest 
with respect to the observer the angles are not the same 
a nd according to classical physics they obey the law of 
reflection from a moving mirror. 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate the 
effect of the relativity correction on the law of reflect-
ion from a moving mirror and as a subsidiary problem the 
effect of a moving or stationary ether upon reflection 
from a mirror at rest. 
The physical setup. For the main problem two phys-
ical systems moving with constant velocity relative to 
each other were postulated. These systems were the mirror 
a nd the earth. In accord with the special theory of 
relativity either system may be considered the stationa ry 
2 
system. The earth was treated as the stationary system 
and all relations were set up with regard to this system. 
The ether was assumed to be at rest relative to t he earth • 
• 
A mir r or system t ha t it would be possi ble to use 
for a phys ical s etup would be that of a cube wi t h a 
mirror at one face and a light source at a corner of the 
opposite face. For the ma thema tical treatment of the 
problem as was done ln this paper a simplification was 
made. It was assumed that a ll motion occurred in a plane 
and that a square was sufficient for t he mathematical 
construct. 
For the subsidiary problem the only chang e from 
the above was that the mirror system was considered 
stationary and all relations were set up in terms of this 
system. 
'l1he following physical a ssumptions were made: 
l. The light ray was monochr omatic. 
2_. The mirror when moving was moving 
uniformly in a straight line with-
out r otation. 
3. The ether when in motion wa s mov-
ing uniformly in a straight line 
without rotation. 
3 
Methods used. The law of reflection froma moving 
mirror was derived using the methods of classical physica. 
This l aw involves the velocity of the mirror relative to 
the stationary observer. 
With the above exception it was found n~cessary in 
order to make comparisions to consider the source and 
ultimate destination of the li ght ray. The square was 
used for this purpose. 
The light ray was directed from the source at one 
corner of the square to the center of the mirror in all 
cases. ~~en the mirror is at rest relative to an observer 
the ray will be reflected to the other corner of the 
square. 
The solution of the problem of the reflection of 
light in a moving square was set up according to classical 
physi cs. This solution assumed that the stationary o bserv-
er on the earth would observe the light being reflected to 
the corner of the square. It was shown by a numerical 
example that the angle of reflection necessary did not 
agree with that obtained from the law of reflec tion. 
Then the Lorentz transformation formulas or relativ-
ity corrections were applied to the classical solution and 
to the law of reflection. It was assumed that the angles 
of reflection obtained fron1 these two results were equal. 
It was then shown that this equality was actually an 
identity. 
In the subsidiary part of the problem qualitative 
results not quantitative results were derived. First the 
effect of the moving ether upon the light was considered 
and second the effect of the moving ether upon the mirror. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MOVING MIRROR 
Derivation of the law of reflection. The law of 
reflection from a moving mirror was derived using the 
methods of classical physics. It was not necessary to 
consider the light source. 
In Figure 1 M represents the position of the mirror 
at a certain time t 0 and M' represents the mirror at a 
later time t. The component of the velocity normal to the 
mirror is w. The horizontal component does not effect the 
angles involved. AB is the wave front of the incident ray 
while A'B' is the wave front of the reflected ray. The 
angle of incidence is i and the angle of reflection is r. 
The point A of the wave front AB will reach the 
mirror at time t 0 while the point B will continue and 
reach the mirror at a later time t - t 0 when the mirror is 
at M'. While the wave front at B travels from B to B 1 the 
front at A will move outward for a time interval t - t 0 • 
The rays will be perpendicular to the wave fronts. 
Consider the two triangles ABB 1 and AA 1 B 1 • AB' is 
a common side and e.ngles ABB 1 and AA 1B 1 are right angles. 
AA' and BB ' are equal to c(t - t 0 ) where c is the velocity 
of light. Therefore the two triangles are congruent. 
B 
M 
w (t - t 0 ) 1 w 
C B 1 
FIGURE 1 
R~FLSCTION OF LI GHT PRO!d 
A HOVING IVITRROR 
Thus i+e=r -e or e= ---
r - i 
Also sin e = 
w:( t - t 0 ) 
AB ' 
and sin (i T e) = c(t - to) 
AB' 
Combining sin e 
= 
sin (i + e} c 
Since i + e - r + i 2 I 
r- i 
sin 
2; 
__ w. r+i 
sin---
c 2" 
In order to get this in a more convenient form 
expand both sides by the addition formulas. 
I 
c · sin r cos i - c sin i cos r 2 2J 2 2 
r i i r 
= w: sin - COS: -i+W sin cos -2 2 
Divide by cos ~ c:os ~:• :: 
c tan r - c: tan i - w tan r 
2 2. - 2. 
2 
+ w tan i 
2 
(c~ - w. ) tan ~- = (c +. w) tan ~; 
tan r = ( c + w) tan i 
2 (c - w) 2 
2 
2.1 
8 
It was assunied for the next two parts that the 
ether was stationary and isotropic., It could have been 
assumed that the ether had a certain index of refraction 
u such that the velocity of light through the ether is 
J 
c/u where c is the true velocity of light. Since only the 
ratio c/u could be measured no loss in generality would 
occur if it was simply called c. 
If the square is stationary it is a well known fact 
that the light will be reflected to the corner of the 
square and the angle of incidence will equal the angle of 
re flection~ If the square is moving an observer on the 
square could asstl.ille that he is at rest and his measure-
:m.ents would give the same results as above. The observer 
on the earth in this case in calculating what happens to 
the light ray must arrive. at the conclusion that the ray 
will hit the corner of the square. 
Classical result. Figure 2. represents what should 
happen to the light ray. The ray is shown in red in the 
Figure. The angle r6 should be the same as the angle r in 
equation 2.1. 
The three squares represent three positions of the 
square as it moves with velocity v at an angle b0 from the 
stationary observer. 0~~ is the path of the light ray as 
0 A 
FIGURE 2., 
REFL3CTION OF LIGHT FRO M A 
MOVING SQUARE (CLASSICAL CAS~ ) 
1·0 
s een by the observer moving with the square. OM'A" is the 
path of the light ray that the stationary observer should 
see and be able to predict. 
It was assumed that v/c, j 0 , and b0 were known 
quantities. From Figure 2. the following relations can be 
determined: 
io = goo - bo - do 
go = ao + do 
go = goo - bo - jo 
so do = go - B!o = goo - bo - jo -· ao 
and io = goo - bo - goo + bo + jo + a.o 
or io = 8.'o + jo 
Returning to the Figure: 
r' + io + do = fo + go + jo + jo 0 
r' 0 + io + do = fo + a.o + do + jo +. jo 
r' 0 + io + do - - f - 0 + do + io + jo 
and r' - · 0 fo + jo 
Furthermore: Ivm-I ' = vt and OM' = ct 
Also: 
Using the law of sines: 
vt ct 
= 
ct 
sin cos 
11 
2.4 
and ct1 = -------------------- = 
sin (goo - bo + j o) cos 
Formulas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 make it possible to 
find the angle of incidenc e and the angle of reflection. 
The angle r6 was found on the assumption that the 
light would reach An. The light at M1 i s being reflected 
from a moving mirror and must obey the equation 2: .• 1 given 
on page 7 .• If the light is to r e ach A", r and r 6 must be 
identically equal. To show that they were not identically 
equal it was sufficient to exhibit a nmnerical example. 
Let v = c/2, b 0 = 30°, and j 0 = arctan 1/2.. This 
last value was necessary since a square was being used. 
From equation 2.4: 
sin a 0 = 
1 cos (30° + 2.60 3.3' 541•) 
z; 
= 
1 (.55099) = .27550 2: . 
and using equation 2.2: 
i 0 = 15° 59 1 30n + 260 3~' 54n 
i2 
i 0 = 42o 33' 24
11 
From equation 2.5: 
sin fo = 1 cos (30° - 260 3_3' 5411 ) 
2_ 
= 
1 (.9982l) = ... 19910 
2 
fo = 2_90 56 1 24" 
and using equation 2.3:-
r ·' = 290 56 1 0 2_4"· + 2.60 33
1 5411 
r '' = 560 30 1 1811 0 
Equation 2 .. 1 with w replaced by v sin b 0 and i by 
i 0 becomes: 
tan r = c + v sin bo tan io 
2~ c- v sin b 0 2_ 
Substituting in the values for v, b 0 , and i 0 : 
tan r = 2. + sin 300 tan 420 33 t 24 11 
2 2. - sin 30° 
= 5 tan 2.1° 16 1 42" 
3 
= .64908 
r = 40° 28 1 19" 
2 
r = 80° 56' 38" 
2 
13 
This value of r is different from the value of r6 
previously calculated. Therefore the light does not land 
at A" according to the stationary observer's calculations. 
The methods of classical physics do not lead to the 
correct r esult. 
Lorentz transformations applied. In the special 
theory of r elativity it is postulated that (1) the 
velocity of light is constant with respect to any refer-
ence frame and that (2.} no reference frame is more fund-
amental than another reference frame. Dy combining thes e 
two postulates it is possible to derive the Lorentz 
transformation formulas. This has not been undertaken 
here as the derivations may be found in any text-book on 
1 
relativity theory. The main result needed was that 
moving lengths with respect to a stationary observer 
appear to have contracted in the direction of motion,. A 
length which is measured as 1 0 by an observer moving with 
the length will be measured as 1l = (1 - v2-jc 2 )1/2 1 0 by 
the stationary observer. The quantity v represents the 
velocity of the moving length in the direction of its 
1 Pe ter Gabriel Bergmann , Introduction to the 
Theory of Relativity (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1942), 
pp. 33-40. 
motion. 
As a . result of this apparent distortion the square 
appears to be a rhombus. In Figure 3 the distortion is 
exaggerat ed to clearly show what has happened (from the 
point of view of the stationary observer}. 
14 
Any angle that has one side parallel to the direct-
ion of motion will be altered because of the motion. It 
was convenient to work with the tangent of the angles 
since the other side was perpendicular to the motion and 
not distorted. 
In the following equations let ters with a zero 
subscript represent undistorted angles and letters without 
a subscript the corresponding distorted angles. 
In general: 
tan k = (1 - v2jc2)- l/a tan k 
0 
since the distort ed angle will be larger than the undis-
torted angle if the angle is between 0° and 90° and small-
er if the angle is between 90° and 180°. 
The angles b, g, and g -t j + j' have one side 
parallel to the direction of motion. Applying equation 
2.6: 
A 
Il!i:PL;;:c'l'Io){ OF LIGHT F'liOM li 
MOVJNa SQUiiJiE ( IlE:LATIVI'J'Y CliSE) 
tan b = (l - v2/c2)- l/2 tan b0 
tan g = (1 - v2/c2 )- l/2 tan g0 
16 
2 •. 7 
2.8 
2.9 
From the geometry of Figure 3 the following relat-
ions have been derived : 
i = goO b - d 
g = d + a . 
so i = goo b - g + a; 
also d + i + r' = g + j + j ' + f 
or r' = g + j + j ' i- f - d - i 
since d + i = goo b 
r' = g + j + j ' + f + b - goo 2.11 
and MM 1 = vt., OM ' = ct 
so vt ct ct 
= = 
sin a sin (180° 
-
g) sin g 
sin a_= v sin g 
-
a.l2 
c 
and Tvi ' M" = -vtl" M 1An = ct1 
17 
so vt1 
= 
ct1 
sin f sin (g + j + j'} 
sin f v sin (g + j + jt} 2.13 = 
c 
At M1 the ray is reflected at an angle r according 
to the eq1.1ation: 
tan r 
2 
= c + v sin b tan i 
c - v sin b 2 
If r 1 = r then the calculated reflected ray will 
land at A11 • 
It was again assumed that the known quantities 
would be v/c, j 0 , and b0 • Thus it was necessary to express 
i and r' in terms of these q.p.antities. The transformation 
equa tiona 2 .• 8 and 2~ .• 9 do not have their right-hand members 
in terms of the known quanti tj_es. Referring to Figure 2 
it is noted that 
- b - J' 0 0 
Equa t i oris 2 .• 8 and 2. .• 9 then became : 
and that 
2.::.15 
It was found convenient to express equations 2.7, 
18 
2,.14, and 2.15 in terms of the sine and cosine and to let 
B = (l - v2jc2)- l/2. 
In general: 
sin k = (l + tan2~ k}- 1/2 tan k 2 .. 16 
and cos k = (l + tan2 k)- l/2 2.17 
Applying these formulas to equation 2.6: 
sin k = 
2.18 
cos k 
2:;.,19 
Equations 2_. 7, 2-.8 ,_ and 2,. 9 become: 
sin b = (B2 + tan2 bo) - 1/2. tan bo 
cos b = (Ba + tan2 b )- 1/2 B 0 
sin g = (B2 + 2: -tan · g0 } 1 / 2; tan go 
= (B2:; + cot2' (bo + jo,))- 1/2" cot (bo -tj 0) . 
(B2. + tan2 ,- 1/2. B cos g = go) 
(B2 2 = + cot (bo + jo))- 1/2 B 
19 
sin (g + j + j '} = (B2 + tan2 (g0 + jo + • I } } Jo - 1/2 
.. tan (go + jo + j~) 
= (B2 + cot2 (b0 - - jo))- 1/ 2- cot(b0 - jo ) 
cos {g + j + j') = (B2 + tan2 (g0 + j + j'))- 1/2 B 0 . 0 
= (B2 + cot2 (b0 - jo))- 1/2 B 
2_.20 
Equation 2.12 becomes: 
2 .22_. 
Equation 2 .• 13 becomes: 
. \ 
Jo' 2.2:3 
Expr essing equations 2.20 through 2.24. in terms of' 
sines and cos.ines only: 
sin b = (1 v2/c2 cos 2 bo) - 1/2 s-in bo 
cos b = (1 
-
v2/c2 cos 2 bo)- 1/~ B COS· bo 
sin g = (1 - v2/c2· s:tn2 (b0 + jo))- 1/2 cos (bo + jo ) 
/ 
20 
COS' 0' -t::l - (1 - v2/c2 . 2>(b sJ.n 0 + jo}}- 1/2 B s~n (bo + jo) 
sin (g + j + j') = (1 - v2/c2 sin2 (b0 - jo}}- 1/2 
• c·os (bo - jo) 
cos (g + j + j'} - · (1 - v2/c2 sin2 (b0 - jo})- 1/2 
• B sin (bo - jo) 
sin a = (1 - v2jc2 sin2 (b0 + jo) )- 1/2 v cos (bo + jo) -
c 
cos a = (1 - v2/c2 sin2 (b0 + j 0 ))- 1/2 B 
s.in f = (1 v2/c2 sin2 (b0 jo)}- 1/2 v cos (bo - jo) c 
cos f = (1 - v2/c2 sin2 (b0 - jo))- 1/2 B 
2 ... 25 
Returning to equations 2.10 and 2.11: 
sin i = sin (90° - b g + m) = cos (b + g - a) 
= cos b cos (g - a) - sin b sin (g - aJ 
= cos b (cos g cos a + sin g sin a} 
- sin b (sin g cos a . - cos g sin a) 2- •. 26 
in like manner 
cos i = sin b (cos g cos a + sin g sin a) . 
+ cos b (sin g cos a - cos g sina) 
and sin r' = sin b (sin (g + j + j I) cos f 
+ cos (g + j + j t ) sin f) 
- cos b (cos (g + j +j'} cos f 
-
sin (g + j + j I) sin 
cos r' = sin b ( c os (g + j + j I ) cos f 
- sin (g + j + j I ) sin f) 
+ cos b (sin (g + j + j I ) cos f 
+ cos (g + j + • I ) J . sin 
Using the trigonometric identity 
k 1 tan 
2 
-
- cos k 
sin k 
f) 
f) 
and the assumption that r 1 = r, equation 2.1 takes the 
form: 
1 - cos r 1 c + v sin b 
= 
sin r' · c - v sin b 
.. 1 - cos i 
sin i 
21 
2 .. 2B 
The rest of the chapter is devoted to showing that 
the above equation is an identity. 
Us,ing equations 2_.26 through 2.29: 
/- .s t7t .O{Co.s(J r}i-j) coJ· f - -r/~ {j -t-/r-j~..rt1tT]- c c,,J fij;t~(J +irJ.I) c o.sf 1- C.tJ .s (J +i+j'l .s t~ :f] 
- c o.s iJfco.s {J t-J-rJ~ cov f - - ..s /n ( y rjrj1..r /" i}·t- ...r /n ;,.[i t J., {J +J+j~} .::.~ f + c o.s(j +/r./}.rt;, f] 
~ .,. v- .. J'I., p 
c..:..v- ..rtn .6 
/- ...r/~ -6 {co.s ..J c o.r Gl. '-t-.sthJ ...r1i7a..)- cooS' -6 {..rt'n ..J co..r a.- CooS' J ..r/n a. ) 
c os.& {c".s J c.o..s "- +.J't'n J "' 
2.30 
Letting m. = b 0 + j 0 and . n = b 0 - j 0 and using equation 2 .• 25 on the left 
hand side of the above equation: 
.z. • 
.J"/~ ~ 
- - - -- ..._..., 
- -
- l. ~ c o.s· 
c. 
·z. --~ c. o .s .\ 
I- .l!T:z. ..s '" ' c::. 
+ ,Z B .r "' ~ n co.f' J?] 
/ 1r7. .t - - l.- .S/~ n 
~ 
This r educes to: 
, ( ·,a t. . v- a. ) . ::1 l. L 1 
.1"1 ., Do 4.1 -.1/ 't}! - c:- I.. Ool ~ j-Q (.. 0.$ Pol .S' )1 .,. ':;..s"/ h ~ J ~' ) 
/ lr ~ • t.~\ - 1 lr 'l.. ~ 
. -~1- z;:-.St l'l ~ y'/- ~c.o.s .,60 
o.s /J, { 81.. ..s , i, n - ~ c:. o.r 1'1) - .8 .. u·~ 6o {c.o .. r n -1- -:; .~ , :., n c o.s :n 2.31 
Using the same equation and substitutions as before and working with the 
ri ght side of equation 2.30: 
I 
t::! i- V".J I JI "'· o 
I ~I. 'l. / yJ- ---. c "~ A 
.:_Z.. 0 
• 
c.. - r ...., , .. . ,.__ ::! 
,p---;;:----;:---
.. 1- ·- (. I.,) '.6 
..... ~.. " 
This reduc es t o: 
-
r:-:;:i.- J. I 
v~-~ .;; .,~ IJ., L 
8 co..t -60 
·- _, 
~ ll. a. yl- 2L c o .. ,o , 
L 
I 
B , { ~ ·, C " " ,00 .J 1 )1 H \ 
r --~· t.. 
, ':r :a l ,f /,•- ' • 1/1- 7:'-0.S .&IJ / - ~...1 / J.t;,: .l?'l 
I \... ._ 
" ' ' "'· r---
- '; i._z. • Ji• - . _ , . .. / /1 '- :.. .. o.,· t:J., 
+ -
+ · 
J!: C. O.J l. ht 
c. 
/- 1r 'l.. ~-~ ~ l. 
c." 
e_ ,/;:·_-";_-~.c. :·~-~:--+ 'lr-.s tit ~o {1- ~ ..  , i, 1~~- ~-: .:. 1,. ~.1 - s,.;. 4, (~ -:.- ,.~ ~"' '1" ''C <.J.! ~-.B~.o.. .6 .. {c•.: .'1'f - t .. r,:. h 7 ._,,) m) ~ ~ . -----~~----------~----------------------------~----------------------·------'----------------; r.. I L -~ L ( ,a l. ' ·l,- 't • ) ~ ' .I. ( v- . -\ ,jt-fY;~3.J.1..,60 - /r.u N.Q.:. 1-J .:.: .,.s ,u,. JJ ..,,n .h•t + z 1.. 11,. '~ - LJ ..J ' ·" ~.. ._.,., ,_, - z: .J 1 _, ·'il'l '- ...,., ...,~ N 
2.52 VJ 
Letting C = v/c and D = (1 - v2/c2-· cos 2b 0 )1/2 and setting expression 
2.31 equal to expression 2.32: 
.si. )Lbo {J3s i. n ~ - Ccos-x-.,., ) -r "',.co>hoc.os)t 
- --- c·: s b., ( 13 ,_.:I L.,., Y\ -C. C.o ::. .... ~ 
/ "%- · ).- ) /+ Cs~nYI )-J)L 1-C .st.)J..,.. 
i. n b0 C-O~'Yl { 1+ L ----(.)) ) ~ 
..st.n b 6 c_ 0"- ) ~S; ' . 
---
- C !.~ n b 0 
• 
.... < h + c ( i- (! s ~ :n 
Clearing of fractions and r educing by the B that occurs as a factor in 
both denominators: ~ n .b. Co:. b" (J> - C. s ~ n bo ) ( 73 ,_.s ~ n Yl - C ~.,s .,n ) { 13 ~ .s ~ h ,.,.. + C Co:.-. 
- S~YI:.-b~ co.sm (J) - C.. S LI\ ~., )(13 ,...S~h Yl - C C. os ,_-n )( J -C..;;~ n WI) 
+- J3 :;.-C 06.., bo C o..s .,., {])- C S ~ " bo) {;+C. S L >1 ')J ) ( L3 '3- S L. "ll "Jn + ~ Cos" ,_,) 
Co ~b0 CoS, C o ~"n-1 0 -C .s.:. n b.,) ( I + C s~ h., ){ 1- C s:._.., m) 
C.oS b, (J? - C ;,~" bo) ( /- C .,..S ~ n ~n) (D-... s ~ 11 ·.,-r. + C C <>-' 
• 1 / • 1 ). 1 ; ,... ').. · ... ) ( 1 · C · 
L.YIDo Co.S)\'7 ~ ]> - C...sr...-n b 0 l - L. .:S'- ~. -, ~.. - SL h 
c. o $ b 
0 
C:D + C s ~ n b., ) (1/" s ~ H n - C c. o s ,_ -n ) ( 1- C -a-
- S L )\ b., C.o S bo ("]) j- C St.."n b e ) (L.~,_ $ ~ n )'I - c CoS:a-7\.) ( 
,.. ')- I f --r- /) • ) (J:\_ ?-· ' I') c. o.S b.., t: o:; ~n \,...J . ,- \.._._ ..S L I) o , {. ) .:.> ........ n - L ._._ -
· I 1-r. r· · ) ( J " • · ) ( I - -~- S'-' 'r\ ~c ;':. ? ..> )l ·,_.v r - ;- c ,., D r t' .._ ~- n Yl " 
"J-o 
._.,., )'Yl 
..... . c 
.s (.. 'h ""' ..,.. c 
\ ~, . 
"- \ ) I. - c.$ 
~"' ) 
-:.-' ) s >-n 
' )>-1 
• ~ r • 1 ) · r> • )(":'4. " , 
·-f .•n .. h ,., j,
6 
c_ ., _. n ~, .J;+i..._ :5 L hbo (/+- \.. :O (..., n -1-J .:l.n + '-.:' c...,s- rn 
- , 
-t J3 .,..., i_h h
0
C. o5b
0 
Cos n ::! ::.s ·Y\ ( 
..., . 
t-'-- s o.. n ho ( J+ C::: :.. ··1 J ( I - C !o. ~ 11. ' n) 
[\) 
1-f::> 
Rewriting this equation: 
~ . ( .... . c :.. '/ "> ' c ">-
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Therefor e r' and r are identically equal and the 
light will le.nd at A". The correct result depends upon 
the s pe cia.l theory of rela ti vi ty through the Lorentz 
transformation formulas. 
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It should be noted that the normal that the 
stationary observer uses f or calculating the angles of 
incidence and reflection is the normal from his point of 
view. 
THE STATIONARY MIRROR 
In this chapter t he cas e of the moving ether was 
consider ed . For simplicity the mirror was assumed to be 
stationary. An observer on the stationary square can see 
that the light will be reflected to the opposite corner. 
The angl es of incidence and reflection must be equal. 
There are two quantities which can be effected by 
the moving e ther, the light ray and the square. These 
were tr e ated s eparately. Tnis problem is similar to a 
light ray passing through moving air or water with the 
important exception that the mirror offers no resistance 
to the moving e ther . 
The light ray,. There are two :important components 
of light, the ray and the wave front. The ray is the 
direction the light is moving. The wave front is usually 
perpendicular to the ray or the direction of motion. The 
r ay was the main point of interest in the reflection. The 
total effect of what happens should be independent of the 
relative direction of the motion of the ether and the 
light. 
The observer obtains the correct result without 
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assuming a moving ether. Thus if the light is effected by 
the ether it will be necessary to apply corrections to 
obtain the correct result. If it is assume d that the 
Lorentz transfo~1ation formulas arc the ones to apply then 
the ether cannot effect the velocity of light. This means 
that the direction of the light ray must be altered. 
Consider the square to be so oriented that the 
incident ray is trave ling in the same direction as the 
ether. The ether can not change the direction of the 
incident ray but can change the direction of the reflected 
ray. This means that without corrections the angle of 
incidence and the angle of reflection will not be e~ual. 
If an attempt is made to apply the corrections in this 
case the only effect they can have is to make the angl e of 
reflection equal to the angle of incidence. That is the 
transformation must reduce the velocity of the e ther to 
zero. This gives a result that the observer has already 
obtained without consider i n g an ether and transformations. 
Therefore in this case it seems a bit artificial to intro-
duce a moving ether that is automatically transformed away 
by the observer's measurements. 
If it was assmned that the velocity of light could 
be effected and that some other transformation formulas 
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apply it would lead to the same conclusion as in the above 
case. 
The mirror. The second possibility was that the 
square was effected by the motion of the ether. The 
effect would be to distort the square. The transformation 
formulas must bring it back to a square again if the 
angles of incidence and reflection are to be equal. Again 
the observer's me asurements will indicate that he has a 
square and that he does not need any transformation 
formulas. The only thing the transformation formulas can 
do is to effectively reduce the velocity of the ether to 
z ero • 
. Both cases indicate that it is meaningless to 
introduce a moving e the r that will effect a light ray or 
matter. There is no way in which it can be detected 
through measurements. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I • SUMMARY 
In the main part of the problem the mirror wa s 
assumed to be moving through a stationary ether. As far 
as the mathematics of the problem was concerned the ether 
was ignored. 
The law of reflection from a moving mirror was 
derived. The light will be reflected from the mirror 
according to this law in the classical interpretation. 
The mirror was then attached to one side of a 
square with a light source at an opposite corner of the 
square. The light was directed to the center of the 
mirror and then reflected. Fr om the point of view of an 
obs erver on the mirror the light would be reflected to the 
oth er corner. The problem was to find out if an observer 
on the ear th from his point of view would be able to de-
ri ve an angle of reflection tha t would agree with that 
obtained from the law of reflection. 
This was attempted by applying the methods of 
clas sical physics to a geome trical construction. The 
fi nal result did not give the correct path of the ligh t 
ray. The angle of reflection did not agree with that ob-
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tained .from the law of reflection. Then relativity 
correcti ons tn.-rough the Lorentz transformation formulas 
were applied to the geometrical construction. The relat-
ivity corrections were also applied to the law of reflect-
ion. These corrections led to the correct path of the 
reflected ray. The angle of reflection from the geomet-
rical construction did agree with that obtained from the 
law of reflection. 
In the second part of t he problem the ether was 
assumed to be moving relative to a mirror at r.es,t. . This 
was handled qualitatively by discussing the effect of the 
ether upon the light ray and the mirror separately. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
One of the basic tenets of the special theory of 
relativity is that no coordinate system is more funda-
mental than another. It is necessary to take into account 
the relative motion of coordinate systems when relations 
are set up between them. 
The ether being at rest with respect to the station-
ary observer was considered part of his coordinate system 
and ha.d no effect upon his measurements of the moving 
square. 
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In the second part of the problem it was shown that 
a moving ether has no measurable effect upon the light ray 
or the mirror. If a quantity cannot be measured there is 
no reason to assume that it exists. 
The conclusion can be reached from both ·parts of 
the problem that the ether insofar as light is concerned 
is a fictitious concept. 
It is well known that light reflects from a mirror 
in a square according to the formula i = r and the light 
is reflected to the corner of the square if the mirror is 
at rest relative to the observer. If this is true then 
light reflected from a mirror in a square in motion 
relative to an observer should lead the observer to pre-
dict from his calculations that the light will be reflect-
ed to the corner of the square. This paper shows that it 
is necessary to apply the relativity correction to the law 
of reflection from a moving mirror to have theory agree 
with facts. 
CHAPTER V 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis utilizes the Lorentz transformation 
formulas from the special theory of relativity in dealing 
with the law of reflection from a moving mirror. It was 
found necessary in the proof to consider the source of the 
light ray and its final d estination. For this reason the 
mirror was taken to be one side of a square. The light 
sour ce was at one corner of the opposite side of the 
square and the light ray was so directed· that ·it would be 
refl e cted to th.e other corner .. For a physical treatment 
of the problem a cubical box would be necessary, but for 
the mathematical treatment the square was sufficient. 
In the first part of the thesis the square was mov-
ing away from the earth at a fixed angle and a constant , 
velocity. The earth was considered to be the stationary 
system . If an observer was placed on the square he would 
note that the light would be reflected to the corner of 
the square. The problem was to investigate the effect of 
the relativity correction on the law of reflection from a 
moving mirror and as a subsidiary problem the effect of a 
moving or stationary ethe r upon reflection from a mirror 
at rest. A medium, called the ether 1 for the light to 
pass through was brought into the problem. It was assumed 
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stationary with respect to the earth. 
'rhe first formula derived was the law of reflection 
f r om a moving mirror using the methods of classical 
phys ics. This law was general in that it did not involve 
the source of light. It dealt entirely with the angles 
of incidence and reflection, and the velocity of the mir-
ror with respect to the earth. 
Next, a classical treatment of the moving square 
was made. This was treated as a geometrical problem. It 
was assumed for this case and the next that the quantities 
that could be measured physically were the velocity of the 
square, the angle at which it was moving, and the angle of 
incidence fr om the point of view of an observer on the 
mirror. It was assumed in the construction that the re-
flected ray would hit the corner of the square. Thus the 
formula for the angle of reflection was derived. For this 
angle to be correct it would have to agree with the angle 
given by the law of reflection fr om a moving mirror. To 
show that the two angles were not identical a numerical 
example was worked out. The angles were widely divergent. 
Then the Lorentz transformation formulas were 
applied. Actually, the only formula needed was the one 
whi ch showed how much a length would apparently be 
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shortened in its direction of motion. This shortening is 
from the stationary observer's point of view. The effect 
of this apparent shortening was to alter the angles in the 
geometric construction. The equations for the angles of 
incidence and reflection were then formulated in terms of 
the quantities asslli~ed to be known. 
~~is angle of reflection to be correct must agree 
with the angle from the law of reflection from a moving 
mirror for the same angle of incidence. The relativity 
correction was applied to the law of reflection. It was 
assumed that the two angles of reflection were identically 
equal. It was then proven that this assumption was 
correct. 
It should be noted that the normal that the station-
ary observer uses for calculating the angles of incidence 
and reflection is the normal from his point of view and 
not that of the observer on the square. ~~e stationary 
ether had n o effect upon the outcome of the problem. 
In the second part of the thesis the square was 
considered to be stationary and the ether moving with a 
constant velocity. The problem was to find out what 
effect this moving ether has upon the light being reflect-
ed to the corner of the square. This problem was divided 
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into two cases which were assumed to bG independent. They 
were (1 ) the effect of the ether upon the light and (2) 
the effect of the ether upon the mirror. 
In the first case the ether can change the velocity 
and the direction of the light ray. By taking a particul-
ar orientation of the square it was shown that if a 
transformation was applied that would lead to the correct 
results the velocity of the ether would have to reduce to 
zero. However~ this gives a result that the observer has 
already obtained without considering a moving ether and 
transformations. 
In the second case the ether can distort the square. 
To get the correct results the transformation would have 
to bring it back to a square. Again the velocity of the 
e ther would have to reduce to zero. The observer would 
have measured his apparatus as a square without taking 
into account any distortions. 
Thus in both cases a moving ether is artificial 
and meaningless. Therefore in both parts of the problem 
t he ether whether moving or stationary adds nothing to the 
solution. 
It is well known that light reflects f r om a mirror 
44 
in a square according to the formula i = r and the light 
is reflected to the corner of the square if the mirror is 
at rest relative to an observer. If this is t r ue then 
light reflected from a mirror in a square in motion 
relative to an observer should lead the observer from his 
calculations to predict that the li ght vYill be reflected 
to the corner of the square. ~bis paper shows that it is 
necessary to apply the .relativity correction to the law of 
reflection from a moving mirror to have theory agree with 
facts. 
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